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Abstract—Pattern reordering is proposed as an alternative to sequential and

batch processing for online category learning. Upon detecting that the

categorization of a new input pattern is ambiguous, the input is postponed for a

predefined time, after which it is reexamined and categorized for good. This

approach is shown to improve the categorization performance over purely

sequential processing, while yielding a shorter input response time, or latency,

than batch processing. In order to examine the response time of processing

schemes, the latency of a typical implementation is derived and compared to lower

bounds. Gaussian and softmax models are derived from reject option theory and

are considered for detecting ambiguity and triggering pattern postponement. The

average latency and Rand Adjusted clustering score of reordered, sequential, and

batch processing are compared through computer simulation using two

unsupervised competitive learning neural networks and a radar pulse data set.

Index Terms—Ambiguity, online category learning, partitional clustering, pattern

recognition, reject option.

�

1 INTRODUCTION

A number of pattern recognition applications involve high
throughput category learning from continuous streams of input
patterns. In pattern recognition literature, partitional clustering
techniques [2], [9] such as online versions of the k-means [27] and
leader [21] algorithms, are proposed for online category learning.
Other algorithms include online versions of adaptive vector
quantization (AVQ) [15], [18] (e.g., generalized Lloyd [26] and
Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) [25] algorithms) in communication theory,
and unsupervised competitive learning (UCL) [19], [20], [24] (e.g.,
standard UCL networks [1], [28] and Adaptive Resonance Theory
(ART) networks [4]) in neural network theory. These algorithms
learn input patterns autonomously on the fly, some without prior
knowledge of the number and characteristics of the categories.

A common trait of these algorithms is that they process inputs

sequentially. When an input pattern is presented, it is compared to

the prototype of every category. The category with the best

matching prototype is assigned to the input and the prototype of

this category adapts to novel characteristics of the input. Over a

succession of inputs, category prototypes become tuned to

different parts of the input space and implicitly define inter-

category decision boundaries. Since a final decision is taken upon

presentation of every input, only information from prior input

patterns is available. In addition, the fact that prototypes are stored

rather than prior input patterns implies that learning—the

consequence of each decision—is irreversible. Information is
therefore lost in the process.

Limitations of such sequential processing are obvious, particu-

larly if the structure of input data clusters tends to be scattered

and/or overlapping. For instance, if upon its presentation, an input

pattern lies close to a decision boundary separating two or more

categories, the clusterer is forced to make a final decision, despite

the ambiguity. Irreversible learning for such decisions yields

category structures and decision boundaries that vary significantly

according to the pattern presentation order.

The quality of results is generally improved with batch

processing. This consists in accumulating one batch of patterns

from the input stream, while the clusterer converges on a

previously-accumulated batch of patterns. Batch processing can

diminish or eliminate sensitivity to the input presentation order by

allowing the clusterer to recover from early miss-assignments.

However, it entails some delay for the accumulation of patterns

into batches, and may require data buffering if the computational

effort is variable.

In this paper, an alternative called reordered processing is

proposed for online category learning. As a clusterer assigns

categories to input patterns, it is granted the ability to

postpone, or delay, category assignment and learning when it

detects an ambiguity. Delayed patterns are queued, and their

categorization is deferred for some fixed time. The overall effect

is a modification to the order in which inputs are categorized.

Aside from allowing to control the maximum response time,

pattern postponement offers the opportunity to circumvent

learning for ambiguous decisions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In order to

compare the response time of clustering systems, lower bounds on

the latency required for online category learning are developed for

sequential, batch, and reordered processing in Section 2. Practical

issues are also discussed, and architectures are proposed. In

Section 3, elements of reject option theory are briefly reviewed and

developed for the detection of ambiguous decisions, as required by

reordered processing. Finally, the experimental methodology, and

proof-of-concept computer simulations are presented and dis-

cussed in Section 4. It is shown that the proportion of patterns that

are declared ambiguous is a good indicator of poor clustering

quality; and that a modification of the order in which input

patterns are processed can indeed enhance clustering quality.

2 LATENCY IN ONLINE CATEGORY LEARNING

Online category learning of a continuous stream of patterns is

performed by a clusterer (e.g., an online k-means algorithm) which

is exploited through one of several data processing schemes. Let

input patterns to be categorized arrive one at a time from some

source that provides them at a rate that need not be constant. The

latency L of the category learning is defined as the number of input

patterns necessary before a final decision (category assignment)

yðaÞ can be made for input a.

The basic approach to learning a continuous data stream is

through sequential processing. Upon observation of each input

pattern a, a category is assigned to a without waiting for

subsequent patterns. Batch processing consists in categorizing the

input patterns fag in fixed-size batches of k patterns. Once k

successive patterns have been collected and stored, the following

patterns are buffered while the k patterns are being learned.

Batches of k patterns are learned iteratively, over several epochs,

until convergence is attained, that is, until the prototypes remain

constant for two epochs (complete presentations of data in the
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batch). Categories are assigned once convergence has been

detected, i.e., after the last one of these epochs. Reordered processing

consists in postponing the learning of input patterns for which

category assignment is deemed ambiguous. Each postponed

pattern is queued, and following a fixed latency of d patterns, is

categorized once and for all.

Assuming an infinitely fast clusterer, the minimum latency Lmin

for all three schemes must satisfy:

Lmin � 0: ð1Þ

This lower bound corresponds to a being the last pattern in a batch

with batch processing, or a not being postponed with reordered

processing. The maximum latency Lmax must satisfy:

Lmax �
0; sequential processing;
k� 1; batch processing;
d; reordered processing;

8<
: ð2Þ

where k is the number of patterns per batch, and d is the user-

defined queue size. This bound corresponds to a being the first

pattern in a batch with batch processing, or a being postponed

with reordered processing. Last, it is straightforward to show that

the average latency L must satisfy:

L �
0; sequential processing;
1
k

Pk
i¼1ðk� iÞ; batch processing;

prðaÞ � d; reordered processing;

8<
: ð3Þ

where prðaÞ is the pattern rejection or postponement rate. This rate

depends on the data and the rejection criterion. Reordered

processing constitutes a compromise between sequential proces-

sing and batch processing. Indeed if d ¼ ðk� 1Þ and prðaÞ ¼ 50%,

then the lower bounds on Lmax and L are equal for batch and

reordered processing. If, on the other hand, d ¼ 0, then reordered

processing reduces to sequential processing.

To characterize the latency of practical clustering systems, it is

convenient to assume that inputs arrive at a regular interval �a.

With batch processing, the number of batch epochs, �, required to

attain the state of convergence varies from one batch to the next

according to the queue length k, and to the structure of the data in

the batch. The computational effort is therefore variable and

somewhat unpredictable. Detection of convergence requires at

least one whole batch epoch of overhead and, thus, � � 2. To

circumvent this delay, one can bound the number of batch epochs

to a constant value across all batches, � � 2. A final decision yðaÞ
can then be produced immediately after processing of a as part of

the last epoch.

One possible batch processing architecture is shown in Fig. 1a.

It consists of two identical fixed-length queues of k registers that

operate concurrently, and a clusterer that can process each pattern

within a fixed time �c. Each queue alternates between a collection

(A) and a processing (B) mode. While one of the queues

temporarily buffers k incoming patterns from the input stream

(A), the other queue stores a batch of k patterns being learned by

the clusterer (B). The processing rate must satisfy �c � �a=�, which

imposes a processing rate constraint on the clusterer that is

proportional to �, and prevents overflows of the queue operating in

collection mode. Once a queue is switched to the collection mode

(A), a pattern a from the input stream is stored every �a seconds

inside its registers. After k�a seconds, the registers are full, and the

queue is switched into processing mode (B). In this mode, patterns

are shifted right through the clusterer every �c seconds. A feedback

loop allows repeated presentations. After � epochs, the registers

are reset prior to switching back to collection mode. The latency of

the batch processing architecture of Fig. 1a is the sum of the delays

incurred in both modes. In the best case, when a is the last of a

batch,

Lmin ¼ k; ð4Þ

and in the worst case, when a is the first of a batch,

Lmax ¼ ðk� 1Þ þ ð� � 1Þkþ 1

�

� �
: ð5Þ

The average latency of this architecture is:

L ¼ 1

k

Xk
i¼1

ðk� iÞ þ ð� � 1Þkþ i

�

� �� �
: ð6Þ

It is easily verified that (4), (5), and (6) satisfy, but do not meet the

lower bounds (1), (2), and (3).

With reordered processing, a pattern having been postponed by

d patterns is given priority over a pattern from the input stream.

This ensures a fixed worst-case response time of d patterns, but

leads to the accumulation of up to d incoming patterns. Also, a

clusterer embedded within this system requires additional

circuitry to detect ambiguity.

One possible reordered processing architecture is shown in

Fig. 1b. It consists of a fixed-length queue composed of d registers,

and a clusterer capable of detecting ambiguous category assign-

ments. If an input pattern a is deemed ambiguous, it is diverted

towards the queue and labeled a�. Shifting this pattern through the

queue is equivalent to a fixed delay that changes the presentation

order. Each pattern b that is processed by the clusterer is either a

new input pattern, b ¼ a, or a previously rejected and, therefore,

delayed pattern, b ¼ a�. A simple way to schedule processing is to

assume that the clusterer’s processing time is partitioned into

interleaved time slices: odd slices reserved for input patterns fag
and even slices reserved for previously-rejected patterns fa�g. To
alternate between the two sources, the augmented clusterer must
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Fig. 1. Clustering system architectures. (a) Batch processing architecture and (b) reordered processing architecture.



be able to process a pattern b within a fixed time of �c that satisfies

�c � �a=2. This speed constraint is similar to that of batch

processing with � ¼ 2. With this architecture, the lower bounds

(1), (2), and (3) are met.

3 AMBIGUITY IN COMPETITIVE LEARNING
ASSIGNMENTS

With reordered processing, ambiguity is employed as a criterion

for postponing pattern categorization. In statistical pattern

recognition, the reject option [6], [7], [13] provides a framework

for detecting ambiguous classifications. The Bayes decision

procedure assigns one-of-N possible classes to input a using the

max imum a pos te r i o r i p robab i l i t y dec i s i on ru le ,

J ¼ argmaxfpðj j aÞ : j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Ng, where 0 � pðj j aÞ � 1 andPN
j¼1 pðj j aÞ ¼ 1. The a posteriori probability pðj j aÞ that class j

generated input a is computed according to the Bayes theorem

[11], [14].

The degree of ambiguity regarding this decision rule can be

measured in terms of the conditional error given input a,

rJ ðaÞ ¼ 1�maxfpðj j aÞ : j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Ng [6], [7], [10], [13]. As-

signment of class J to input a is defined as ambiguous if rJ ðaÞ
is greater than or equal to a rejection threshold �, � 2 0; N�1

N

� �
.

This criterion can be rewritten:

1� �

�

� �
� PJ pða j JÞPN

j¼1;j 6¼J Pj pða j jÞ
; ð7Þ

where Pj is the a priori probability of class j, with 0 � Pj � 1 andPN
j¼1 Pj ¼ 1, and pða j jÞ is the conditional probability density

function (p.d.f.) of the input a given class j. Equation (7) defines a

region in the input space where class assignments are considered to

be ambiguous. The size of this region grows as � is decreased. For a

given �, the size of the region also depends on the shape of rJ ðaÞ at
the decision boundary of class J , and, hence, on the class

distribution in the input space.

In practice, the probabilities required to implement the reject

option are often unknown. For online clustering applications, these

probabilities must be estimated from the clusterer’s response to

input patterns. A clusterer may be subjected to different environ-

ments, with more or less prior information on the underlying data

structure. Equation (7) is now developed for two possible

environments.
In the Gaussian rejection model, the data are assumed to be

generated by sources with the same Gaussian noise and with equal

a priori probabilities Pj, and all variables are assumed to be

statistically independent and to have equal variance �2. Then, data

clusters are modeled explicitly as hyperspherical normal distribu-

tions centered at mean vectors f�jg. For this model, (7) becomes

1� �

�

� �
�

exp � jja��J jj2
2�2

n o
PN

j¼1;j 6¼J exp � jja��j jj2
2�2

n o : ð8Þ

When implemented as part of a clusterer, �j is equal to the

prototype vector of category j. The variance �2 is required, either

from prior knowledge or from online estimation. The Euclidean

distance jja� �jjj is a core component of the prototype matching

function commonly used by clusterers when prototypes represent

mean patterns.

In the softmax rejection model, no prior assumption is made
regarding the underlying data structure, and data clusters are
modeled implicitly. During online category learning, the prototype
matching function provides the response strength for each
category with respect to a. The match strength �j between input
and prototype can be interpreted as an estimate of the a posteriori
probability pðj j aÞ. To ensure that the �j values are valid
probabilities (i.e., sum up to 1 and range from 0 to 1), the softmax

activation function [3], yj ¼ expf�jg=
PN

k¼1 expf�kg, from neural
network literature can be applied. Assuming that yj can be used as
an estimate of pðj j aÞ, the rejection rule rJ ðaÞ ffi ð1� yJ Þ � � can
then be expressed in a form similar to that of (7):

1� �

�

� �
� expf�JgPN

j¼1;j 6¼J expf�jg
: ð9Þ

The reader is referred to [17] for details of the mathematical
derivation of (7)-(9).

4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Experimental Methodology

Unsupervised competitive learning (UCL) [19], [20], [24], [28]
neural networks were used as clusterers for computer simulation
of sequential, batch, and reordered processing. In order to compare
the performance of the clustering systems, simulations were
repeated over several independent trials. Prior to each trial, input
patterns were shuffled into a random presentation order. The
patterns were then learned by the clustering system under test.
After every trial, clustering quality was measured.

The UCL neural networks selected for computer simulations
are ART2A-E [12] and fuzzy ART [5]. ART2A-E is well suited for
Gaussian type environments, where clusters are explicitly modeled
as mean vectors. Fuzzy ART is appropriate for environments
where clusters are modeled implicitly. Programs emulating these
neural networks were written in the Matlab language for all three
data processing schemes. For reordered processing, each network
was granted the capacity to detect ambiguity. The Gaussian
rejection model ((8)) was used in the ART2A-E network, whereas
the softmax rejection model ((9)) was used in the fuzzy ART
network. In the second case, �j ¼ Tj [5], for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N , such
that the vigilance test is passed, was substituted in (9).

The data set employed for computer simulations was collected
in the field by the Defence Research Establishment Ottawa. It
consists of radar pulses from 12 shipborne navigation radars. Fifty
pulses were collected from each radar, with the exception of radars
#7 (100 pulses) and #8 (200 pulses). The pulses were preprocessed
to yield 800 patterns with 15 real-valued features. Data clusters in
this set cannot be described by the same statistics—some are not
Gaussian distributed and they sometimes overlap one another [16].
This Radar data set is representative of a continuous pulse stream
intercepted by a radar electronic support measures (ESM) system.
Within these systems, automatic sorting of pulses according to
emitter is very challenging due to the density and complexity of
signals encountered in modern environments [8]. For instance, at a
given time, the intercepted pulses may be difficult to sort because
clusters of emitter data often overlap for more than one parameter.
Performance must often be compromised to allow for timely
detection and avoidance of threats.

The Rand Adjusted similarity measure [22] was selected to

assess clustering quality. This type of measure is known in pattern

recognition literature as an external criterion index, and is used for

evaluating the capacity to recover the true cluster structure [2], [9],

[22]. A partition of n patterns into K groups defines a clustering.

This can be represented as a set A ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; ang, where ah 2
f1; 2; . . . ; Kg is the category label assigned to pattern h. In our
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context, the correct classification results are known for the data sets

used, and their patterns are all accompanied by category labels.

These labels provide a reference clustering, R, with which a

clustering produced by computer simulation, A, may be compared.

The Rand Adjusted measure now represents a score, SRAðA;RÞ,
that describes the quality of the clustering produced by the

network. SRAðA;RÞ ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 denotes maximum

dissimilarity (worst), and 1 denotes equivalence (best) [16].

4.2 Correlation of Ambiguity with Clustering Quality

The clustering quality achieved can be examined as a function of

the degree of ambiguity observed. Patterns from the Radar data set

were categorized by the ART2A-E and fuzzy ART networks using

reordered processing. Network parameters were fixed to values

that produce a high Rand Adjusted score SRAðA;RÞ using fast

learning and sequential processing. For a same randomly-selected

presentation order, the rejection threshold � was varied from trial

to trial. Rejected patterns were counted, yet processed without

postponement. After each trial, the score SRAðA;RÞ, and the

empirical rejection rate p̂pr were stored. The empirical rejection rate

p̂pr is the ratio of the number of rejected patterns to the total number

of patterns (the size of the data set). The linear correlation between

score and respective rate was computed from a series of 1,000

independent presentation orders, with � ranging from 0 to 1.

Results show that both clustering systems display a

significant negative correlation between p̂pr and SRAðA;RÞ, albeit
in different ranges of values for the threshold �. For a given

value of �, an increase in ambiguous category assignments

corresponds to a decline of the clustering score. For example,

when using fuzzy ART and softmax rejection, the peak

negative correlation coefficient of about -0.65 is obtained when

� ¼ 0:95, which corresponds to p̂pr ffi 14%.

4.3 Clustering Quality Obtained Using Reordered
Processing

Having shown that the Gaussian and softmax rejection models

detect ambiguous category assignments and, that, these assign-

ments lead to poor clustering performance, the effect of delaying

ambiguous assignments is now examined. ART2A-E and fuzzy

ART parameters were fixed to provide high Rand Adjusted scores

SRAðR;AÞ with fast learning and sequential processing. Rejected

patterns were delayed by d patterns. Two different delay values,

d ¼ 25 and 50, were tried. After each trial, SRAðA;RÞ was stored.

Average SRAðA;RÞ values were obtained from 20 independent

presentation orders, with � ranging from 0 to 1.

Fig. 2 shows the average SRAðA;RÞ as a function of �. In both

cases, reordered processing increases the clustering score over

sequential processing alone. For example, if patterns are presented

to the clustering system with fuzzy ART and d ¼ 25, then

reordered processing improves the score SRAðA;RÞ by about 30

percent over a wide range of � values. In the example given above,

scores of about SRAðA;RÞ ¼ 0:52 are obtained for � 2 ½0:2; 0:9�,
corresponding to p̂pr ffi 45%. For 0:8 � � < 1:0, the performance

approaches that of sequential processing since p̂pr ! 0%. For �

values close to 0, the performance also declines because of the large

number of rejections. Fuzzy ART using softmax rejection shows

strong negative correlation between p̂pr and SRAðA;RÞ across a

wide range of � values, and appears to benefit from reordered

processing more than ART2A-E.

4.4 Clustering Quality and Latency

Sequential, batch, and reordered processing are now compared in

terms of clustering quality and latency. For a same randomly-

selected presentation order, the queue lengths k and d were varied

between five patterns and half the number of patterns in the data

set, over successive trials. This range guarantees a minimum of two

batches of k patterns for batch processing. With the batch

architecture, the neural networks were left to converge for each

batch of k patterns, until prototype weights were identical for two

consecutive epochs. Network parameters were fixed a priori to

provide high Rand Adjusted scores SRAðA;RÞ with batch proces-

sing when k is one half the data set size. With the reordered

architecture, the network parameters were set a priori to provide

high scores SRAðA;RÞ with sequential processing. The value of �

was set equal to 0.35 for ART2A-E and 0.05 for fuzzy ART. After
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each trial, the score SRAðA;RÞ and the average latency L of the

processing architectures were stored. The empirical rejection rate,

p̂pr, was used as a fixed estimate of the variable rejection rate prðaÞ,
and was substituted into (3). Simulations were repeated 20 times

for every k and d value in order to yield representative results.

The average scores SRAðA;RÞ as a function of the average

latency L for batch and reordered processing are shown in Fig. 3.

Both achieve significantly higher scores than sequential proces-

sing. However, reordered processing requires a much lower

average latency than batch processing. For instance, using fuzzy

ART and reordered processing with � ¼ 0:05 yields a score of

SRAðA;RÞ ffi 0:52 for p̂pr ffi 32%, d ¼ 118 and an average latency of

L ffi 40 patterns. By comparison, batch processing yields a

comparable level of performance for k ¼ 231 and an average

latency of L ffi 400 patterns, 10 times that of reordered processing.

Results also reveal that the peak performance obtained with

reordered processing often occurs for relatively small values of d,

indicating that it is suitable for high speed applications. Beyond

this peak, increasing d does not necessarily yield a higher score

SRAðA;RÞ. This may be due to our emulation of an infinite data

stream with a fixed-size data set. Indeed, if an input a among the

last d patterns of a data set is rejected, then it is postponed to the

end of the data set, that is, for less than d patterns. The reader is

referred to [17] for simulation results obtained on Gaussian

distributed data and on the standard Iris data set.

5 CONCLUSION

A clustering system applied to online category learning would
traditionally consist of a clusterer that processes input patterns
sequentially. Despite the fast response time obtained when using
this data processing scheme, the quality and consistency of the
results remain an issue. By contrast, batch processing yields higher
clustering quality, but incurs longer delays. In this paper, an
alternate approach has been proposed. It consists in postponing for
a fixed time the learning of patterns for which category assign-
ments are ambiguous. The reject option from statistical pattern

recognition literature has been applied to the detection of

ambiguous category assignments. Reordered processing alters

the original pattern presentation order and, therefore, introduces

latency in the system. This latency has been defined and used to

compare sequential, batch, and reordered processing.

Computer simulations performed by presenting patterns from a

radar pulse data set to ART2A-E and fuzzy ART neural networks

with sequential, batch and reordered processing show that 1) the

number of category assignments detected as ambiguous is

correlated with poor clustering quality, 2) reordered processing

improves clustering quality over sequential processing, and 3) it

offers an attractive alternative to batch processing for trading off

clustering quality versus response time.
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